RCE Zurich  - Education and Learning for Sustainable Development

(in accession)
Vision

- **RCE Zurich** creates a *space for reflection and development* for its members to *achieve innovation* in ESD through inter- and transdisciplinary networking and methodological inspiration.

- **RCE Zurich's** understanding of sustainability is based on the Brundtland definition and strives for regional impact for sustainable development in a global balance.
Agenda

• Aug. 19th: Gestaltungsworkshop
  • 19 participants from 12 institutions
  • Higher education, research, municipality, civil society, private company, school
  • Interactive sessions on structure, vision and pilot projects
• Three pilot projects (in development)
  • Citizen Science – biodiversity and climate education through bee observation
  • Textile recycling and CE in city of Zurich
  • Sustainable nutrition at schools in Zurich
• Nov. 3rd: General Assembly for foundation of NGO
• Basic funding and office space till mid 2021 by Hamasil Foundation

Contact:
President: Ueli.nagel
Managing Directors: sandra.wilhelm & clemens.mader
@rce-zurich.ch
www.rce-zurich.ch